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P.O, Box 47250 cx~

Olympia, WA 98504-7250

Subject: Comments concerning Docket UE-131723

Commentors name: Parker V. Wolden

Sub category: Conservation using split system heat pump water he
aters {SSHPWH)

Memo from Steven W. Smith of the AG's office to WUTC's Deborah Rey
nolds supports and

clarifies the language of RCW 19.285.040 and supports WAC 480-10
9. Considering this finding,

why are the utilities allowed to cooperate (conspire) with the heat pum
p industry to keep

SSHPWH off the market?

Why soes NEEA reuse to test foreign made SSHPWH? This is a fact.

Why does NEEA refuse to release test data on the dozen or so Unita
ry HPWH that are available

on the market and elgible for rebate? This is a fact.

It is in the business interest of tF~e both the HPWH manufacturers and 
the electric utilities to

minimize the use of HPWH but for different reasons:

for the utility: The need to maximize sales volumn and avoid capital

expendatures. Improving water heater efficiency also reduces the pote
ntial for easy load

shedding if residential load shedding becomes necessary. (ie increases
 the capital cost per watt

shed)

For thr heat pump industry; Avoids development cost of a product for a sm
all market that has a

narrow margin. (because total installed cost has a significant installer comp
onent.)

This blocking action has effectively stopped development of this conser
vation technology.

Unfortunately, this is being done at the expense of the electric cons
umer.

Please see attached letter that has been sent to 18 law firms. Several h
ave expressed an
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interest but no contracts have been executed to date.

WUTC is suppose to represent the public interest and the law. I am having trouble finding

evidence of that and that is why I am proceeding using the class action alternative.

Yours truly,

~,~/1/ . L~rh~2~.~^✓

~P rker V. Holden 364-259-2866 pvholden@fastmail.us



Apri12, 2014

Subject: Potential far Class action Litigation

1 am interested in your possible interest in a contingenc
y fee class action involving three regulated

Public Utilities in Washington State as the defendant The plaint
iff would be the customer of these

utiliries that have resistance type electric hat water heatexs o
f the storage tank type. 'The utilities are

PSE, Avista, and Pacific Corp.

The basis of the claim against these utilities is that they have, a
nd are, manipulating the marketing of

heat pump water heaters by refi~sing to approve and pay rebate
s on split system heat pump water heaters.

These urilities have approved and pay rebates on unitary style 
hest pump water heaters. Rebates on

energy efficient conservation devices is provided for in WAC
 RCW 19,Z8Q.430 and RCW 19.285.040

The unitary style has very limited applicable to the Washing
ton clunat~. The split system style is

applicable in all parts pf the state.

The present situation appears to be the result of collusion (or 
at least cooperation) between heat pump

water heater manufachires and electric utilities. The presen
t situation meets the needs of both by keeping

electric sales volume for the utility up and bloclang the need
 for the manufacturers to development and

market the spffi systrm fa a lively small ma~et lie ffie N
oa~thwest_ Unary sys~us lr~n~e high'

Pm t margins than wit sy and ffie a good in ffie Sa~oth wl~exe the HVAC load is

c~a~finig. 1Luusands a~ shoe ~tiOg air ~o air hem p~m~s 
aze in sc~zviae in Wean

Wasbing~on and O and aye maialy the witsystemtype- D~iv~ng the pd~ic 
o~ spit sy~em

hot water heaters is costing the average household about ~ 1
.40 per day.

At the present time all split system rnannfacturing and marketi
ng for wvater heaters heat pumps is foreign.

Attempts to h$ve foreign made split systems approved have 
been rejected by NEEA. NEEA is a front

organisation owned and operated by the electric urilities to 
control rebates paid on energy conservation

devices. They do this by approvlung devives for rebate. N
EEA is N~V ENERGY EFFICIENCY

ALLIANCE, based in Portland.

Privately owned public utilities are reg~ilated by the WUTC.
 The WUTC is not interested in the problem

or is incapable of understanding it or is gariy to the collusi
on

Failure W approve and pay a rebate on split systems e~'ec
tively keeps them off the market as the rebate is

significant in t~ buyer achieving an acceptable ROL Publi
c owned electric utilities are exempt from

WUTC but often follow the lead. and pattern set by W[3TC. 
The bottom line here is that conservation cuts

into electric utility revenue and conservation rebates are c
apital expendatnres for the utility. For profit

utilities need sales volume and rniuimizecl capital expenditures. 
They do not need or want capital

intensive conservation. They are happy to have the home
owner to pay the penalty and make ROI

decisions for the homeowner, something they have no night
 to do. The utility position is we don't want

too many heat pump water heaters on the system therefore we 
will block their installation in any way we

can.

The situation would not be so Qnerous if split system wate
r heaters were available even without a rebate.

The problem is that without the rebate the manufachue
rs see the market even smaller and even less



attractive. This even effects foreign manufacturers who are reluctant to incur the expense
 of entering a

small foreign market, The only option now for a split system is an on line purchase an
d a LCL import.

The efficiency of the anitary style and split style is about the same. The basic technical re
ason for the split

system type is that the cold evaporator air is discharged outside. In the unitary style the cold evapo
rator

air is discharged inside. There are other versions, like water to water, but this case is confin
ed to air to

water split styles which are most practical and less capital intensive.

An acceptable remedy would be a cash payment to all the deprived owners of electric wate
r heaters plus

approval of submitted units with reasonable efficiency, equitable rebates for these units, and 1
000 split

systems made available to installers on consignment by the utility.

I have no personal interest in this case except ~ find tl~e behavior of both the manufacturers 
and the

utilitic~ disgusting and WUTC behavior disappointing. T7us is a brief sumu~ary. i have lo
ts of

information as I have been working on this for more than a year. The utilities, NEEA, and th
e WUTC

have been contacted and have been unresponsive.

I would expect same armpensation for the time I have put in on the case if there was a favorab
le

settlement. I am a retired electrical engineer and expert on heat ptunps.

Please keep in mind that this is a huge class and a deep pocket defendant and the daily damag
e w each

plaintiff is easily calculated.

Please c~a~ntact me if yon are i od,. I am Looting Uo v~aa~imfg with you

_ r' -~''-lL:~~
Parma V_ I~deat
8121 Zangle Road NE
OIympia, WA. 985Q6

360-259-2866 pvholden@fastmail.us


